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ANUNȚ 

privind webinare organizate prin intermediul EJTN 

 în luna iunie 2023 

 

 Școala Națională de Grefieri are plăcerea de a vă informa cu privire la organizarea de către 

EJTN a două  webinare cu durata de cate o oră, în timpul prânzului (1 hour lunch time 

webinar), destinate inclusiv grefierilor, în data de 8 și, respectiv 22 iunie 2023.  

Participarea la webinare se realizează prin înscrierea directă în platforma on-line  a EJTN 

(platforma OSP), urmând link-ul indicat pentru fiecare eveniment, potrivit mențiunilor de mai 

jos: 

 
EJTN 1 hour lunchtime webinars to be held in June:  
There are 2 webinars planned in June. Please see below information about the webinars and open link 

to register on OSP:  

1) LW/2023/10 on 8 June 2023 
  

Topic: Plain legal English in the European Union  

Speaker: Eva SAMANIEGO FERNANDEZ 

Moderator: Jaroslav OPRAVIL 

Date: Thursday 8 June 2023, 13h-14h Brussels time 

Portfolio: Linguistics 

Content: This talk will cover attempts made both by several English-speaking countries and by the EU to 

simplify legal language and to make it comprehensible and accessible to the wider audience. It will also 

include the characteristics of Plain Legal English as against legalese. 

Learning outcomes: Getting to know the differences between differences between legal English, 

legalese and plain legal English; becoming familiar with the features of legal English; getting to know the 

Plain Legal English Campaign. 

Target audience: Judges, prosecutors, court staff, legal practitioners, enforcement agents, judicial 

advisors, trainee judges/prosecutors. 
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OSP link for registration below (registered participants will receive MS Teams link to join the 

webinar):  

Click here for the Open Registration on OSP 

  

2) LW/2023/11 on 22 June 2023 
  

Topic: Judicial training assessment across time 

Speaker: Marco FABRI 

Moderator: Gianluca GRASSO 

Date: Thursday 22 June, 13h-14h Brussels time 

Portfolio: Judicial Training Methods 

Content: The webinar will explore the different techniques to assess judicial training across time, with a 

specific example about the efforts carried out by the Italian Judicial School. 

Learning outcomes: At the end of the session participants will know the techniques used to assess 

judicial training across time. Which ones seem to be more appropriate for the judiciaries and what has 

been and not has been working in the Italian experience. 

Target audience: Personnel involved in judicial training. 

  

OSP link for registration below (registered participants will receive MS Teams link to join the 

webinar):  

Click here for the Open Registration on OSP 

 

https://osp.ejtn.eu/open-registration/3a1595ffcac069039c64027b71f91bd7c9859bb3b68f3705364cfff716cf5e8e
https://osp.ejtn.eu/open-registration/1a007ca4aec2acb5456e30e7613b30f83b69c760906da949c8bd815d9b95ddd7

